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Abstract. This paper introduces a novel computational design methodology called topology-driven for the numerical form-finding of discrete
networks and presents the essential building block for storing and processing information. Numerical form-finding focuses on computing
the optimum geometric configuration of lightweight structures in which
shape is the result of reciprocal dependencies between forces, material
behaviors and structural performances. Among the design community,
Dynamic Relaxation (DR) has gained in popularity given its capacity
to support more flexible and interactive design spaces in form-finding.
However, common implementations of networks models only focus on
the interactive exploration of material and geometrical properties without further specification for topological dynamization. For facing this
problematic, we propose an object-oriented approach to attach specific
functionalities to particular pieces of data within the numerical schema.
Here, we describe the implementation of a rule-based system for managing objects´ interactions in order to continuously track topological and
geometrical changes. Based on this concept, larger design spaces can
be developed for the interactive exploration of structural shapes.
Keywords. Topology-driven; Form-Finding; Dynamic Relaxation;
Object Structures; Design Spaces.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in the integration of physics-based simulations within parametric modeling environments have given designers new ways for the exploration of
forms beyond its pure geometrical description. This has facilitated the investigation of lightweight structures in which the final geometry cannot be predicted but
need to be form-found. The field of Dynamic Methods which include Dynamic Relaxation and popular by-products like Particle-Spring Systems, has been frequently
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used for this purpose in comparison to more mechanical accurate approaches like
Stiffness Matrix Methods. This is mainly due to easiest implementations and reduced computational costs resulting on fastest convergences and increased interactivities. The underlying principle behind is finding a steady-state solution for a
dynamic equilibrium problem by applying D´Alembert’s principle of virtual work.
For initializing the algorithm, users are required to specify a set of initial conditions including a discretized model with specific boundary conditions and a set
of parameters for controlling material and geometric properties. Major efforts for
creating variation on form-found geometry are addressed through dynamic alterations of material and geometric parameters during algorithm´s runtime without
further considerations for topological exploration. One reason is that topological
alterations certainly tends to affect the stability of numerical solutions since a nonappropriate variation on connectivity could easily generate a system of unbalance
forces that never converge. However, what makes topological modelling particularly interesting is the fact that designers can have larger design spaces to explore
alternative solutions.
In this paper, we introduce fundamental concepts of the topology-driven approach for form-finding, and present the implementation of a rule-based flexible
object structure for tracking topological and geometrical changes while guaranteeing a reliable connectivity of the system. Although this paper presents studies
conducted exclusively on bending- and tensile form-active systems, and hybrid
by-products, the topology-driven approach can be extended to the entire range of
lightweight structures. The framework for the implementation is an in-house formfinding tool written in Java and tested during the Architectural Association Visiting School Madrid 2016. As a result, this research explicitly defines the topologydriven approach as the differentiation and activation of metric and non-metric design spaces for driving form-finding processes.
2. Elastically Deformable Structures
Elastically deformable structures mainly concern structures undergoing large deformations where equilibrium shapes are determine through interactions between
form, material and forces. It is generally accepted that tensile form- and bendingactive structures fall into this category. In both cases, it is important to consider
the strategic use of elastic deformation as a mechanism to increase load bearing
capacities. Moreover, tensile form- and bending active structures can be combined
into a unique stiffer construct given common characteristics regarding flexibility,
lightweight and pre-stress (Lienhard 2014). The term textile hybrid introduced by
Lienhard et al. (2013b) is used to describe the integration of elastic beams elements
within prestressed membranes.
In this context, most prominent contributions on the use of navigable metric spaces for form-finding relates to computational efforts for calibrating textile
knitted membranes logics using dynamic methods (Ahlquist and Menges 2013;
Schmeck and Gengnagel 2016) and the development of the contracting elastic
cable approach based on FEM (Lienhard et al. 2014). In contrast, exploratory
investigations in non-metric spaces are mainly carried by means of physical ex-
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perimentation. For example, an increased flexibility in topological modelling has
been reported with the use of analog models in projects like the CITA tower (Thomsen et al. 2015) and the ICD/ITKE M1 La Tour (Lienhard et al. 2013a). In both
cases, a multistep modelling workflow has been proposed to solve the inherent
geometrical, topological and material complexity of each system. In other words,
topological data from physical models drives form-finding studies with dynamic
methods whose results are in turn used for creating FEM models. Consequently,
the entire computational design process is mainly based on analog computations
of initial topological configurations.
3. Form-finding with Dynamic Relaxation
It is clear that the final geometric configuration of such structures cannot be predicted in advance since its shape depend on large deformations induced during
the forming process. For form-finding, the Dynamic Relaxation (DR) method has
gained in popularity given its capability to produce real-time feedbacks for the
evaluation and analysis of material behaviors and structural performances in early
design stages. DR consists on subdividing a continuous physical system into a
finite set of discrete particles where masses are concentrated. Through an iterative
process, the system of particles oscillates until finding a steady-state by balancing forces under the influence of damping. The algorithm requires the input of an
initial topological configuration which is assumed to be intuitively solved before
relaxation. While the algorithm is running, the designer can modify geometric
parameters of the system until reaching a desirable solution (figure 1).

Figure 1. Classical workflow of the dynamic relaxation method.

The main issue is the necessity to break and re-initialize the algorithm for
changing topological conditions when design intentions are not satisfied. This
means that topological operations are carried on undeformed geometries where its
consequences are hard to predict. Therefore, the integration of topological variation during algorithm´s runtime is a newly research topic in form-finding that has
not been fully studied. At the moment, related efforts on topology modelling are
conducted at CITA (Deleuran et al. 2016) based on Kangaroo Physics.
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4. Metric and Non-metric Design Spaces
Topology-driven form-finding is an on-going research conducted at Institute of
Building Structures and Structural Design (ITKE) regarding the development of a
novel methodological approach for addressing the activation of metric and nonmetric design spaces in form-finding processes. At this stage in the research,
the problem of dynamizing the entire connectivity of the network during relaxation is primarily addressed. Using an object-oriented analysis, we create multidimensional model representation (i.e. graph, particle system, network topology,
and network geometry) for approaching the dynamic control of metric and nonmetric spaces during relaxation as a rule-based graph related problem. The main
advantage of the object-oriented approach is attaching specific behaviors to data
for describing more complex models. Therefore, this model allows us to define
two concrete objects for implementation (i.e. particle and element) and organize
different requirements inside them by means of detailed functionalities and data
fields. To avoid confusions between the different dimensions of the model, we
refer to graph as composed of nodes and links, network topology as composed of
vertices and edges, network geometry as composed of points and lines, and physical system as composed of particles and elements. Each model refers to each other
within different levels of abstraction and design spaces (figure 2).

Figure 2. Interrelated terminology used within different levels of abstraction.

At graph’s level, nodes need to be extended with attributes using a customized
vocabulary. The vocabulary is built upon numerical combination of integer values
describing all the possible states that a node could take within the graph. Among
its most basic states, a node could be shared, activated, deactivated or isolated. Furthermore, nodes and links are labeled with key identifiers for facilitating searching
operations. On this basis, a finite set of grammatical rules can be defined for controlling the entire connectivity of the graph (figure 3). Discrepancies on connec-
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tivity are prevented by updating node´s sates with each transformation. Although
grammatical rules might constraint design spaces, they are a transcendental condition for assuring stability and thus, convergence of numerical solutions.

Figure 3. Examples of two basic grammatical rules for altering graph´s connectivity. Node´s
colors are visual representations of its states.

5. Implementation
Numerical simulations in engineering sciences are typically programmed with simple and structured routines following the procedural paradigm. The reason for
this is to make an efficient use of computational resources and thus, facilitate the
production of detailed mechanical descriptions of structures. We must state that
there is still some controversy concerning the increase of flexibility for computation since this characteristic inversely affects performance. The challenge of
implementing numerical simulations within design workflows is then to finely adjust design flexibility and mechanical accuracy so that computational costs are
reduced.
5.1. OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING OF NUMERICAL METHODS

The topology-driven approach may be categorize as flexible approximation for
adjusting and altering topological data under certain conditions within the numerical schema. Beyond pure performance-oriented implementations, this approach is
rather difficult to program without the concepts of encapsulation, inheritance and
open recursion of the Object-Oriented Paradigm (OOP). Through OOP concepts,
we avoid the misuse of data and guarantee the creation of a hierarchical structure
of classes with the ability to self-reference themselves.
For this stage of the research, the Java programming language was selected.
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Among the main reasons, we mention portability and the wide range of standard
classes of data structure included in the Java Class Library (JCL) that can be used
for defining more complex structures. Additionally, the language has the great
benefit of the built-in garbage collector allowing developers to not worry about
the allocation and deallocation of objects in memory. This is a desirable characteristic for controlling memory leakage when complex routines regarding the
dynamization of data are programmed.
5.2. A RULE-BASED OBJECT STRUCTURE

A small class taxonomy was designed to define objects´ interactions when performing tasks for modifying topological and geometrical data. Figure 4 shows a
simple diagram that helps to visualize such class relationships. A particle object
is the most fundamental building block containing essential information (i.e. position, velocity, acceleration and mass) for integrating Newton´s equations of motion. Moreover, an element object is a generic entity storing metric properties and
system´s connectivity through particles identifiers. It also implements methods for
computing accelerations on referenced particles through force-based formulations
of finite elements like cables, beams or springs. Finally, a rule object contains
fields for defining axioms and methods for altering particle´s and element´s fields
on the basis of axiom´s evaluations.

Figure 4. Class taxonomy.

We have mentioned before that states constitute the vocabulary from where
axioms are defined. What is important here is that particle´s states are updated on
the basis of a circular referential data with elements. That is, a particle stores all
element´s identifiers referencing to this particle while at the same time, an element
stores all particle´s identifiers used by this elements. As each element is modified,
particles´ states and masses are updated. Rule objects use those states to trigger
modifications. For example, a particle is suitable for deletion when its state is
isolated. This means that the list of element´s identifiers is in blank. In a similar
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manner, a particle can be added by creating an entirely new element referencing
this particle or by regenerating an existing element into new elements that include
references to all particles. In both cases, the final state of the new particle is
shared. This rule-based approach guarantees the topological consistency and, thus,
the numerical stability of the system.
Under this conditions, each particle is referenced within different elements
irrespective to its sorting. Particles are stored asynchronously following an associative manner by mapping its position in computer´s memory with its unique
key identifier. The HashMap class included in the JCL is used for this purpose.
The main advantage of the HashMap class is time-complexity O(1) which means
constant-time performance for basic operations. Such condition ensures similar
performance for adding and deleting data, and better for searching in comparison
to dynamic arrays normally used in numerical methods.
On the other hand, a HashTable is used to synchronously store polymorphic
element´s objects (i.e. element´s object take the form of multiple finite elements
formulations). Here, it is important to mention that a special variant of the element
class is the meta-element which is used for describing specific sub-domains of
interconnected elements as in the case of cable-nets, spring-nets or spline beams.
The synchronous storage of element´s objects provides a way to keep track of the
assembly sequence process during form-finding.
Finally, Physical system is the superclass containing no-inheritance relationship with particle´s, element´s and rule´s objects. In our strict definition, this superclass is an entity that organizes geometric and topological data while exhibiting
specific behaviors based on grammatical rules. For simplicity, only one object of
type physical system could exist in the simulation.
6. Case Study: AAVS Madrid Pavilion
The method was evaluated with the development of the shell-like bending-active
part of the Architectural Association Visiting School (AAVS) pavilion Madrid
2016. This installation investigates how the aggregation of linear active- and
passive- bending elements could be combined for shaping a morphological complex lightweight structure. The structure is divided in two parts (figure 5). The
upper part which is an active assembly of GFRP rods manually pre-stressed under
the limits of elastic deformations, and the bottom part being a passive assembly
of robotically bent aluminum bars reaching plastic deformations. The aim of the
active part was the development of a non-standard neither regular network of elastic rods where stiffening is the result of a progressive deformation induced by the
aggregation and bundle of rods.
In this project, the active part was constructed using pultruded GFRP rods with
solid cross sections diameters ranging from 5 to 20 mm. For studying how to introduce stiffness in the structure, computational models were used to evaluate the
strategically aggregation of rods with different diameters, following a specific assembly sequence logic (figure 6). This was done in ElasticSpace, a custom-built
form-finding software implementing the dynamic control of topology. The main
advantage of this tool is the increased user-interactivity for modifying topologi-
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cal assemblies during relaxation and improving the design while keeping track of
minimal bending radii, strains and chronological modifications.

Figure 5. Design workflow of the project. The form-finding process of the bending-active part
is carried with ElasticSpace.

Figure 6. Computational exploration of bending-active assemblies with ElasticSpace.

This case study was built with dimension of 6m x 2m x 2.5m. The final structure was assembled on site and connected to the passive robotically fabricated
structure (figure 7). While this project has validated the reliability of our implementation in terms of numerical stability, it has also proven the increased flexibility
that the topology-driven approach provides in terms of design spaces. However,
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one main criticism is the necessity for additional amounts of time-consuming steps
for topological modelling and a reduction on interactivity with larger number of
particles and elements.

Figure 7. Final installation of the AAVS Madrid 2016 exhibited at the Colegio Oficial de
Arquitectos Madrid (COAM) in July 2016, © Suzuki, 2016.

7. Conclusions
The main goal of this research was to extend the design space freedom in formfinding by implementing a rule-based object structure when programming the dynamic relaxation method. This is in part conceived through the abstraction and
encapsulation of topological and geometrical data within different layers under
the object-oriented paradigm. A circular reference of data between particle´s and
element´s objects is implemented for continuously updating the vocabulary of the
system. From here, grammatical rules described through object classes are then
used to trigger geometric and topological modifications. Topology is stored in
elements by referencing particle´s identifiers irrespective to its order with the intention of maintain a system of balanced forces. That is, connectivity is assured
even if particles are sorted, unsorted, added, deleted or modified.
The topology-driven approach should not be understood as the mere increase
of flexibility in numerical methods under an object-oriented approach, but rather
it needs to be considered in the context of a novel computational methodology for
form-finding that rises new design problematics for shape exploration and computation. This condition not only implies the development of more advance design
workflows, but most important a deeper understand of rules and conditions that
could permit reliable topological transformations on the physical system. In a
broader view, topology-driven form-finding is the closest approximation to physical form-finding methods where material organization and behavior cannot be
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separated. Yet, further questions regarding its uses and applicability in current
design practice and architectural scenarios need to be answered.
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